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About the Author

The author has studied and researched the religious and inspirational book GITA for 20 years and has
followed the principles of Gita starting at a young age and has followed the harmonious schedules explained
in this book. This book is the result of what the author understands from the book GITA and from writings
of the greats, past and present.

Author's preface
No fundamental statements described in this book should be interpreted as being intended to interfere
directly or indirectly with any man or woman's religious habits. This book has been confined exclusively to
guiding the reader to understand the harmonious schedules to ACCEPT an IDEA, which receive the
SUBSTANCE of DESIRE.
What is the substance of DESIRE?
Everyday, RECEIVE ALL (health, happiness, harmonious life, harmonious relationship and Money)
in REALITY, until the end, effortlessly.
Those who have the substance of DESIRE, have already received ALL.
Do you have the SUBSTANCE of DESIRE?
If yes, then ACCEPT that you have RECEIVED ALL.
RECEIVE ALL in REALITY as soon as you ACCEPT the following IDEA.
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what is it which receives the substance of DESIRE?
FREE SELF.
With little or no effort we should use FREE SELF.
By birth our SELF is FREE from all but when our senses come into contact with objects, the senses
overtake our free SELF.
By following the harmonious schedules described in the book, we again make our SELF free from all.
The harmonious schedules fill the gap between senses overtake our SELF till SELF again becomes FREE.
Understand very well that in this gap we are with senses, finite mind, subconscious mind and finally with
FREE self.
NOW there remains only the SUBSTANCE of DESIRE i.e MONEY, health, happiness, harmonious
relationship, harmonious life, to receive in ABUNDANCE until the end, effortlessly, everyday, in
REALITY.
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How to make our SELF free again?
Just by ACCEPTANCE.
As we move from the first chapter to the last chapter, we move towards making our SELF free from all
again, at the same time moving towards receiving all in REALITY.
"MONEY, health, happiness, harmonious relationship and harmonious life comes to us when our SELF
becomes FREE from all. our SELF becomes FREE from all just by ACCEPTANCE.
Read all the chapters well and understand all the chapters to EXPERIENCE the FREE SELF.

CHAPTER – I
WE BILLIONS

We Billions have desires.
We are connected with each other directly or indirectly by our desires.
We all are connected which is why our desires are being fulfilled between us billions.
It is being arranged between us billions.

We all have desires and money is the strongest desire in today's world.
But we also desire health, happiness, harmonious life and harmonious relationships.
We are all helping each other to fulfill our desires directly or indirectly.
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We all desire MONEY.
Desiring money is good.
End all the misconceptions about desiring money.
We are not taught well about desiring money.
That is why we have misconceptions about desiring money.
Money comes to those who have sincere desire of it.
Combine your desire of money with the work you like to do most i.e. your aim in life and with a social
motive i.e. your ultimate aim.
By combining our desire with our aim and our ultimate aim we connect ourselves with the billions.
This ends all the misconceptions of desiring money.
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We all can desire money.
We should prepare our minds for it.
We do not have to go anywhere to study but to prepare within our minds.
We start receiving money when our mind becomes harmonious.
Most of us give up the desire of money early.
This is due to bondage (questions / worry / fear / doubt) about receiving of our desire, Money.
Do not give up your desire.
End the bondage of mind.
Bondage (q/w/f/d/) of receiving of desire is related to the mind only.
It binds / obscures our understanding.

We should end the bondage of our mind by understanding the mind.
We should prepare our minds to end the bondage of receiving our desire, money and to make our minds
harmonious for receiving money.
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We billions are making each other rich.
Think of any multinational company.
They are serving us billions and we billions are buying their products and thus these companies are
receiving large amounts of money.
Because they have connected themselves with us billions by their desire of money.
Understand it well.
Simply, we are connected with our family and we desire as much money which is enough for our family.
We have within us the feelings for our family.
But those who connect themselves with billions desire large amounts of money.
They connect themselves with billions by this desire and they combine their desire with aim and ultimate aim.
They have the feelings of the billions within them which helps them receive large amounts of money.
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The effort is more or less the same between those who desire big money and those who desire little money.
Perhaps those who desire little money are making more effort than those who desire big money.
Only those who desire big money make a little more effort for preparing within his/ her mind.
This is not taught in schools.
Those who become billionaires prepare within their minds.
Some of them have written about it.
Now you will be told very clearly what has not been explained before.
Try to understand it well.
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CHAPTER - II
THE SUPREME
There is ONE supreme.
The supreme is governing all his made things i.e. earth, the planets, the universe etc in a very harmonious
way and the supreme is working harmoniously within all of us billions.
The Supreme is working harmoniously in ALL of us Billions in two ways:1. through our minds
2. beyond our minds
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1. Through our minds
The supreme makes our minds harmonious.
When our minds become harmonious we have harmonious feelings of gratitude for the supreme and we start
enjoying life in its fullness.
We should have respect for and honour the supreme and by our respect and honour for the supreme our
minds become harmonious.
And as a ultimate respect and honour to the supreme we should have respect and honour for all of us billions.

Amar
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2. Beyond our minds:The supreme makes arrangements for our desires for us billions and arranges between us billions.
How the supreme does it, is beyond our minds.
We can not understand it but what we understand is that the supreme has made arrangements for many of us
billions.
This much understanding is enough for us because the more we try to understand, it leads to greater
acceptance of the supreme.
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All the greats of the past and present accept one thing that there is one power which guides all of us billions.
The supreme makes our mind harmonious and thus we have great thoughts and ideas.
We should thank and accept the supreme as our respect and honour for the supreme.
By thanking and accepting the supreme we understand the mind and we gain a secure understanding of
receiving everything in abundance, and we start receiving everything in abundance in REALITY.
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The supreme is beyond our mind yet we are linked with the Supreme through our minds.
We understand the harmonious way of the working of the supreme through our minds only.
For that we have to prepare our minds and then the supreme makes our minds harmonious and we
understand the harmonious state of mind (HSOM).
Through the harmonious state of mind we understand the harmonious way of the working of the supreme
and we understand that if our minds can be so harmonious then how miraculous is the supreme which is
beyond our minds.
Before giving us our desires the supreme fills our minds with GRATITUDE for him and for all billions and
ENDS all the Bondage (questions/worries/fear/doubt)
Thus we understand HSOM.
This is the harmonious way of working of the supreme in all of us billions.
with gratitude filling our minds for the Supreme we say thanks to the Supreme and accept the Supreme and
we start receiving everything in abundance.

CHAPTER - III
THE MIND
Our minds are capable of getting our desire of money along with other desires of health, happiness,
harmonious life and harmonious relationships.
We only have to prepare our minds.
We should prepare our minds for receiving.
All is in the mind.
We should combine our desire with our aim and our ultimate aim then give our desire to our mind.
Then our mind begins to gain our desires.
Most of us do not have big money.
But if we have a sincere desire for money then the wonderful MIND is given to all of us billions.
We should prepare within our minds.
And everything starts coming to us by the wonderful MIND.
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We have two parts of mind:1. The finite mind –is the thinking part of mind
2. The subconscious mind – is a medium to experience the harmonious way of working of the Supreme in
all of us billions.
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1. FINITE MIND
The finite mind is the thinking part of our mind.
This part starts all THOUGHTS.
When we are young our FINITE MIND is very active.
MILLIONS of thoughts come and go in our finite mind.

As our Mind comes in contact with objects or desires we get related thoughts in the finite mind of that
objects or desires.
We should then make a harmonious combination for our DESIRE with AIM and ULTIMATE AIM and set
our harmonious combination (HC).

By setting a HC in life we get related thoughts of our HC in our mind and thus non HC thoughts becomes
secondary.
because if we keep our mind open many non – HC thoughts come and go in our Finite mind.
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We should let the HC related thoughts come into our mind.
We should hold the HC related thoughts in our mind by chanting them in our mind.
Thus we are not allowing the non – HC thoughts to come in our mind.
Along with practicing and preparing for our aim, holding and chanting the HC related thoughts in our mind, is
the extra effort which we should do.
This is the SECRET of preparing for receiving of our desire, money, within our minds.

Amar
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The Finite mind is very active in young age.
It is the right time to give the thoughts of HC to our FINITE mind by the following and chanting the thoughts
related to our HC in the Mind.
It makes our mind understand what we really want to receive.
We should act on these HC related thoughts also.

By our HC (highest HC).
We have connected our desire with the billions by aim and u/aim.
Thus our HC related thoughts have the feelings of the billions in them.
That is why only HC related thoughts come into our subconscious mind.
While non HC thoughts come and go and never go into our subconscious mind to become secure in our mind.
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2. SUBSCONSCIOUS MIND –
As we become mature by age 40 our subconscious comes into action or becomes active.
We start to understand the s.c.mind well during this age.
The Subconscious mind is harmonious because it is linked with the supreme.
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When we are young we cannot understand the subconscious mind well.
When we are young we should understand our finite mind (the thinking part of mind).
By following and by practicing HC thoughts in the Finite mind, we are making our subconscious mind
harmonious for receiving of our desire, money.
We can not use our subconscious mind like our finite mind but we can make it more and more harmonious
everyday.
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questions, worries, fear and doubt are state of mind and are bondage of the subconscious mind.
When we are with bondage of mind we are not having fullness of life, happiness, relationships and health.
The feeling of gratitude releases us from ALL bondage of mind and makes our minds harmonious.

CHAPTER – IV
HARMONIOUS COMBINATION
As our mind comes in contact with objects we have desires for them.

We can not escape desires.
It is good to have desires.

Money is the strongest desire in today's world.
It is good.

We should desire money.
We should have money.
We can not survive well without money.
We all have desire for big money.

We should combine our desire for MONEY with Aim and Ultimate aim to make a harmonious
combination (HC).
And we should start preparing for our HC.
A HC preparing schedule is given to you in the next chapter.
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Always set the highest HC.
Our mind is capable of having the highest HC.
The HC preparing schedule is given to you is capable of preparing for even the highest HC.
We can follow the HC preparing schedule along with our studies and job.
The HC preparing schedule is applicable to your studies or job as well.
Just understand that we give more or less the same effort for a low HC.
So why not set the highest HC if the effort is more or less same.
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Write down clearly your Harmonious Combination:AIM

- What you like to do most

MONEY

- How much money you desire

ULTIMATE AIM

- Social responsibility

Set your highest HC
Biggest aim
Big money
Big ultimate aim

and write your HC in your dairy.
Do not hesitate.
Write your highest HC.
Always set your HC for your entire life.

23
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AIMFind out your self what you like to do most.
Anything good in which you have interest, Business, music, sports etc.
Set a life long aim.
Connect your self with billions with your aim.
After setting your aim, start preparing for it.
You have set a great aim to achieve.
Start practicing.
Learn the skills related to your aim.
Become perfect by constantly practicing for your aim.
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MONEY –
Our strongest desire in today's world is money.
Money itself is a great inspiration.
The desire of money becomes harmonious when we combine our desire with our aim and ultimate aim.
We have made a great HC.
Do not have any misconceptions about desiring money.
We are not taught well about desiring money and it is not taught in our schools and in books.
Most of us do not desire big money due to misconceptions and bondage (questions / worry / fear / doubt) of
money.
Those who have earned big money understand money well.
Money comes to those who sincerely desire money.
That is why we set a HC and follow the preparing schedules.

The HC and the preparing schedule helps in receiving MONEY and also for gaining health, happiness,
harmonious relationship and harmonious life.
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ULTIMATE AIM Our desire (money) should have a social motive.
It is a social responsibility to help the poor who do not have money.
Contribute part of your money to the poor so that they can become capable and later they may also set their HC.
Connect your self with the poor through your ultimate aim.
We all know the reasons for poverty.
Over population is the main reason.
We can contribute to end poverty by controlling population.
We all have the responsibility to end poverty by controlling population.
The population should grow in the right proportion.
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Poverty is the curse of mankind.
We can see poverty all over world more or less.
We all are responsible for it by increasing the population.
Now we should control it.
All youngsters should set their ultimate aim to end poverty and control population.

Thus everyone has employment and all have natural and material resources to enjoy life.
So the coming generation will not face this curse.
They can set some other social motive which is beneficial to the society as their ultimate aim.
When a person is poor and unemployed he does not think of HC.
He thinks of food, clothing and shelter.
The government cannot end poverty alone.
We all should take social responsibility.
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CHAPTER – V
THE FOUR PREPARING SCHEDULES OF THE HC
(1ST, 2ND, 3RD AND 4TH SCHEDULE)
Set your highest HC and understand it well.
The four schedules are already given to you for preparing your Highest HC.
The four schedules which prepare us for our harmonious combination (AIM - MONEY - U/AIM) as well as
for gaining
Health, happiness, harmonious life, harmonious relationship.

These four preparing schedules of HC are for YOUNGSTERS who have set their HC.
They should follow the four schedules.
After following 1st schedule, 2nd schedule, 3rd schedule and 4th schedule for preparing the HC,
we will enter in the receiving schedules of HC.
Those (the matured ones of age 40's) who have already followed 1st schedule, 2nd schedule, 3rd schedule
and the 4th schedule, consciously or unconsciously and
have prepared their minds well the receiving schedules of HC are given for them in the chapter VI.
Understand the four preparing schedules of the HC.
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TRY TO UNDERSTAND THE FOLLOWING BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE FOUR
PREPARING SCHEDULES OF THE HC:-

1 ST SCHEDULE

2 ND SCHEDULE

3 RD
SCHEDULE

(16-18 years)

(2-4 years)

(6-8 months)

Faith

Prayer

HSOM

4 TH SCHEDULE

Respect and honour
please give us our HC
1. Faith

2.Daily chanting of HC
thoughts in our mind
3.Raise your Self by Self

please give us good thoughts
END OF
of HC
BONDAGE
please give us happy
relationships
please give us good health
please forgive our mistakes

4.Constant action-Constantly
practice your Aim
5.Visualisation of the HC
6.Time –time management
HC:Aim

– business, sports, etc

Money

– …..$

Ultimate aim

– Social responsibility

Respect and honour
to the SUPREME,
everyday
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1 ST SCHEDULE – FAITH
Youngsters should start from the 1st schedule.
The 1st schedule takes 16-18 yrs.
The 1st schedule is headed by Faith and has 6 heads.
1. faith
2. daily chanting HC related thoughts in your mind
3. raise your self by self
4. constant action
5. visualizing your HC
6. Time – time management
We should practice all the 6 heads individually and together with FAITH in our HC and in the four
preparing schedules of HC.
Then we enter into the 2nd schedule.
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2ND SCHEDULE – PRAYER
After following the 1st schedule well and preparing well for our aim in the 1st schedule we come to prayer
in the 2nd schedule.
With all the faith of 1st schedule (16-18 yrs) we come to prayer having receiving feelings of our HC.
The 2nd schedule lasts for 2-4 years.
We pray for receiving our HC, HC thoughts, good health and wealth for all, also for harmonious relationships
and love and forgiveness of our mistakes.
Prayer makes us pass through the 3rd schedule and we reach the 4th schedule.
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3RD SCHEDULE – HSOM
HARMONIOUS STATE OF MIND
The 3rd schedule is related to our subconscious mind.
In the 4th schedule we pay our respect and honour to the supreme.
By paying our respect and honour to the supreme, all the bondage i.e. questions, worry, fear, doubt of
receiving HC come to an end.
and the final bondage (question) of receiving our desire, money, also comes to an end.
Then we understand HSOM and we understand what is in the 3rd schedule, and we understand why we pass
through the 3rd schedule.
The 3rd schedule is a link to reach the 4th schedule for paying our respect and honour to the supreme.
Then we understand the smooth working of the four preparing schedules of HC.
It takes 6-8 months to end the bondage of mind and then we understand HSOM.
We experience the end of bondage and understand HSOM, and we say THANKS to the supreme as our
respect and honour to the supreme.
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4TH SCHEDULE – RESPECT AND HONOUR TO THE SUPREME
By paying our respect and honour to the Supreme, our mind fills with the harmonious feeling of gratitude
for the supreme.
With the harmonious feeling of gratitude all the bondage of mind ends and we understands HSOM
(harmonious state of mind) and we gain a secure understanding of receiving everything in abundance i.e.
health, happiness, harmonious life, harmonious relationship and our desire money.
And we enter into the Receiving Schedules.

THE FOUR PREPARING SCHEDULE OF HC THE IN DETAIL
A- 1ST SCHEDULE – FAITH
(16-18 yrs)
1st schedule is headed by FAITH and has 6 heads.
The 6 heads are given below:1. FAITH
After waking up in the morning and before sleeping in the night,
Close your eyes and have faith in your HC and in the preparing schedule
2. Daily chanting of HC thoughts in your mind
3. Raise your self by self
4. CONSTANT ACTIONPractice for your Aim constantly
5. VISUALISATION of HC
6. TIME – time table
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Understand the 1st sch.
During young age and preparing for our HC, we follow these heads of the 1st schedule.
All the heads of 1st schedule individually and all together ACCUMULATE FAITH in our HC and in the
preparing schedule.
The six heads are headed by FAITH.
The six head work together to increase our Faith in the HC and in the preparing schedules.
We should practice and follow all the heads.
The 1st sch takes time.
It takes time to accumulate Faith in our HC, and preparing for our AIM takes time.
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1. FAITH –
Close your eyes and have great feelings for your HC and have PURE FAITH in your HC and in the
preparing schedule.
Do it twice everyday after waking up in the morning and before sleeping at night.
It takes just 2-4 minutes.
Have pure faith in your HC.
You have set a very Harmonious Combination i.e.
Receiving MONEY by having a great AIM and using the MONEY for your U/AIM also.
It is your Faith in your HC which is going to take you to the 4th sch and then into your Receiving schedule.
During the 1st sch 16-18 yrs we accumulate FAITH in our HC along with practice for our aim.
It is faith in our HC which makes us follow the other five heads everyday.
And then all the heads together and individually accumulate faith in the HC.
As we come with pure faith and with great feelings for our HC everyday (after waking up in the morning
(a/w) and before sleeping in the night (b/s).
We get thoughts related to our HC, which we have to follow and chant in our mind.
Faith in our HC makes us raise our self.
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There are times when we have temporary failures and we lose some faith in the HC and in the preparing schedules.
Keep following the same procedure everyday having faith in your HC.
You will come back with double your Faith in your HC.
The daily practice of having Faith in our HC gives our mind the harmonious feelings of our
HARMONIOUS COMBINATION (aim – money – u/aim).
Follow this practice everyday.
This is most IMPORTANT.
We hold our HC in our mind by this practice.
It is our faith in our HC which takes us from the preparing schedules of the HC to the receiving schedule of
the HC.
Have great feelings for your HC.
You have set a great HC
i.e. big Money, highest aim and social motive.
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2. DAILY CHANTING HC THOUGHTS IN THE MIND –
This head is the only head in the 1st schedule which we follow with an extra effort for our highest HC.
We understand all the other heads i.e.
1. FAITH
3.RAISE YOUR SELF BY SELF
4. CONSTANT PRACTICE OF AIM
5. VISUALISATION OF HC
6. TIME – CARING TIME
This head makes the difference between a low HC and highest HC.
Those who have set a low HC follow the 5 heads except this head.
But those who have set the highest HC should follow this head along with other five heads.
As we set our HIGHEST HC and come with Pure FAITH in it everyday we get thoughts related to our HC
in our mind.
We should follow these thoughts and chant these thoughts in our Mind and constantly act on these thoughts.
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By CHANTING HC related thoughts in our Mind:1. We accumulate FAITH in our HC.
2. We hold our HC in our mind.
3. We do not allow NON – HC thoughts to come in our mind.
4. We observe our FINITE MIND (thinking part of mind) and use our FINITE MIND for our HC,
consciously.
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1. By chanting the HC related thoughts in our mind we accumulate faith in our HC

As we get HC related thoughts in our mind we should chant them in our mind and should constantly act on
these thoughts.
We find them giving us good feelings and helping and motivating us to practice for our Aim and for
acquiring skills for our aim.
Thus comes faith in our HC related thoughts as we keep chanting them and repeating them.
Many HC related thoughts come in our mind and we keep following and chanting them in the 1st schedule.
We get NON –HC thoughts also.
Keep CHANTING HC thoughts is the only solution to avoid non HC thoughts.
During youth our FINITE MIND is very very active.
We should take full benefit of it by following HC thoughts.
only these thoughts and feelings of HC are going to become the secure understanding of receiving
EVERYTHING in abundance.

HC related thoughts are thoughts of HC and of the preparing schedule.
All the 6 heads have very harmonious thoughts which accumulate Faith in our HC.
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2. By chanting HC related thoughts in our mind we hold our HC in our mind

In our finite mind (thinking part of mind) millions of thoughts come and go.
By chanting HC related thoughts in our mind we hold our HC in our mind.
This is very very important.
We should only allow our HC related thoughts to come into our mind.
By chanting HC related thoughts in our mind we hold our HC in our mind thus we are not allowing the HC
thoughts to go out of our mind.
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3. By chanting HC related thoughts in our mind we are not allowing non HC thoughts come in our mind.

Non HC thoughts are ready to enter in our mind.
Our HC has everything in it.
We do not need any non HC thoughts to come in our mind and to stay in our mind.
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4. By chanting HC related thoughts in our mind we observe our FINITE MIND (thinking part of
mind) and use our FINITE MIND for our HC, consciously.

To have a secure understanding of receiving everything in abundance, we should understand our FINITE
MIND.
By chanting HC related thoughts in our mind we observe what are the non HC thoughts.
We observe how thoughts come and go in our FINITE MIND.
It is difficult to stop non HC thoughts coming into our FINITE MIND.
But by chanting HC thoughts we learn to stop non HC thoughts come and stay in our FINITE MIND.
By chanting HC related thoughts in our finite mind we are using our finite mind (thinking part of mind) for
our HC related thoughts.
If we leave our FINITE MIND open for non HC thoughts then we start following non HC thoughts
consciously or unconsciously.
But if we use our FINITE MIND for HC related thoughts only then we make a conscious effort to gain a
secure understanding of receiving everything in abundance along with our HC.
Everyday a thought related to HC and from the heads of 1st sch comes into our FINITE MIND and that
thought will become the thought of the day and we follow it by chanting in our mind.
That thought may last for 3-4 days.
We test and experiment with it for our HC.
And when we find it useful then we keep repeating it in our mind until it becomes secure in our mind.
Then another thoughts come and so on …in all the 1st schedule.
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3. RAISE YOUR SELF BY SELF

Organize and discipline your SELF by SELF
Make your BODY and MIND strong and healthy.
Develop our personality.
Our HC and the 1st schedule are harmonious to make your self.

We should follow our HC and the preparing schedule with determination.
Our HC wants us to be strong in body and mind.
We have set the highest HC.
We should make our self and our personality for our HC.
Follow good morals in life.
Study good literature.
Our SELF has given us determination to follow the HC.
By self determination, we organize and discipline of our sexual desires.

We should divert and use our sexual desire for our HC and for the preparing schedule.
Organize and discipline your sex desire and divert it for your HC.
Our self determination is the refuge.
An organised and disciplined sex desire makes our mind and body healthy and strong.
It is the base for a healthy life.
Faith in HC, keeping our mind on HC related thoughts, constantly practicing of aim, visualization of HC
and caring time keeps us SELF organized and disciplined.
Have a circle of good friends and give respect to lady friends.
Keep doing regular exercise of the body by taking part in a sports activity.
Have recreational activities.
Study the biographies of the greats.
Eat healthy food.
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Respect your parents, elders, teachers. Talk to them with honour and respect.
Listen to them well and obey them.
Take care of younger ones.
You have been given the 1st schedule to follow to raise your self by self.
Start everyday by having faith in your HC. Follow HC related thoughts in mind.
Study your school studies WELL.
Do not hurry.
Follow the 1st schedule harmoniously.
Practice for your aim everyday.
Have light talk with your friends and family.
And before sleeping remember your HC and have faith in your HC.
And sleep well.
On the weekend have a relaxing time. Just relax your body and mind.
Rest from practice of AIM and from chanting HC related thoughts in your mind.
So that after the weekend we can start again.
With a little more effort by determination we should keep following our 1st schedule.
Our self should organize all the heads of the 1st schedule and follow them individually and together for our HC.
No need to hurry but to be organized and disciplined.
This is the only way to follow the highest HC and the 1st schedule.
We have TIME 16-18 YRS.
Do not hurry, be organized and disciplined.
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4. CONSTANT PRACTICE FOR YOUR AIM –
Have great feelings of your HC and practice everyday for your aim.
Learn from the basics to acquire special skills and knowledge related to our AIM.
Constant practice is the only way to learn the basic to specialized skills of our aim and experiment with them.
Do not lose heart if one or more experiments fail.
Keep practicing and keep learning skills in the 1st sch.
Practice everyday 2-4 hrs for your aim.
Along with the practice of our aim we have to constantly practice all the heads of 1st schedule individually and
together.
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5. VISUALISATION OF THE HC –
Visualization is the only head which purely gives us our HC.
By visualizing our HC we feel we have our HC.
This feeling of having our HC makes our FAITH in our HC and in the preparing schedule of HC.
After following the 1st schedule in the day we should take time to visualize our HC.
Visualize that we are practicing our aim well and we are going to receive money by our aim and we are
using money for our ultimate aim.
Visualization harmonises our FINITE MIND.
Our HC is so wonderful that it gives us visualization of our HC.
When we are visualizing our HC we are with our HC.
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6. TIME –
We have 16-18 years in the 1st schedule. Follow the 1st sch. harmoniously.
16-18 years we should try to follow consciously our HC by our 1st schedule.
We all go through 1st sch. starting from a young age.
But those who have set their HC and are following 1st schedule consciously.
The 16-18 years will pass in a great way along with schooling and higher education.
We are accumulating faith in our HC and in the preparing schedules in the 16-18 years and with all the
FAITH in our HC we come to prayer with receiving feelings of our HC.

B - 2ND SCHEDULE – PRAYER (2-4 YRS)
With all the faith of 1st schedule (16-18 yrs) we come to prayer having receiving feelings of our HC and we pray:-

"please give us our HC.
please give us good thoughts of our HC.
please give us love and harmonious relationships.
please give us good health and wealth.

please forgive our mistakes".
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Love plays a great role in making our prayer harmonious.
The feelings of love make us harmonious and our prayer comes straight from our heart and we pray for
receiving our HC, for HC related thoughts, for harmonious relationship, harmonious life, health and wealth
for all of us billions and we pray to pardon our mistakes as we accept our mistakes and we are forgiven.
It is our prayer which makes us reach straight to the 4th schedule by passing through the 3rd schedule.
By prayer we confirm that we are with our HC and we want to receive our HC now.
The receiving feelings of HC take us to the 4th schedule.
You understand now why we reach straight to the 4th schedule by passing the 3rd schedule.
In 2-4 years by our prayer we understand that now we are prepared for receiving our HC and we move to
complete our preparing schedule.
By following the 4th schedule for 6-8 months we will understand the 3rd schedule and we enter into the
Receiving schedules.

C- 3RD SCHEDULE - HSOM – SUBCONSCIOUS MIND
Our prayer takes us straight to the 4th schedule by passing the 3rd schedule.
But we should understand what is in the 3rd schedule.
The 3rd schedule is related to our subconscious mind.
Our subconscious mind is harmonious.
In youth our FINITE MIND (thinking part of mind) is very active and we should use our finite mind by
having HC and by following HC related thoughts.
But when we mature our subconscious mind becomes active.
But our s.c.mind has the bondage (questions / worry / fear / doubt) of our HC also.
We should end all the bondage of our s.c.mind and then we understand
Harmonious state of mind (HSOM).
We all understand the 2nd schedule i.e. after preparing our aim of our HC by 1st schedule to go to prayer to
pray for receiving our HC and to the supreme as our final refuge (4th schedule).
We go to the 4th schedule by passing through the 3 rd schedule for ending the Bondage (q/w/f/d/) of our HC
in the preparing schedule.
In the 4th schedule by THANKING the Supreme we end all the bondage of our s.c.mind of receiving our
HC and we end the bondage (qns) of receiving our desire MONEY, then we understand HSOM.
By ending all the bondage of the s.c.mind we understand HSOM and we gain a secure understanding of
receiving of our HC.
And comes the respect and honour for the supreme.

D- 4TH SCHEDULE – RESPECT AND HONOUR FOR THE SUPREME
THANKING the supreme is our respect and honour for the supreme.
Everyday after waking up and before sleeping THANKING the supreme is the daily schedule of the 4th
schedule.
This practice ends all the bondage of our S.C.MIND within 6-8 months and we will understand HSOM.
By following the 4th schedule daily i.e. THANKING the supreme we gain a secure understanding of
receiving everything in abundance along with our HC and our desire MONEY.
By gaining the secure understanding of receiving everything in abundance we enter into the RECEIVING
SCHEDULES.

CHAPTER - VI
THE FOUR RECEIVING SCHDULES OF THE HC
(schedule A, B, C and D)
The four preparing schedules take 18-20 years.
We are now ready to follow the receiving schedules by gaining the secure understanding of receiving
everything in abundance.
All the bondage (q/w/f/d/) of the s.c.mind has ended with the preparing schedules and we understand
HSOM.
Schedule A, B and C are the three receiving schedules of HC.
It takes a little effort (within 2-4 months) to understand these three receiving schedules of HC.
Matured persons may start straight from the three receiving schedules.
Try to understand the following brief overview of the three receiving schedules of HC.
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THE FOUR RECEIVING SCHEDULE OF THE HC:-

SCHEDULE A

SCHEDULE B SCHEDULE C

SCHEDULE C

love

Subconscious
mind

Yearnings

Gratitude

1.Love –love makes us
harmonious

HC PLAN

ACCEPTANCE

Respect and honour
to the SUPREME and
to the billions everyday

2.Daily chanting in your mind"we billions are receiving
money now "
(1/2 – 1 hour after waking up
and before sleeping)

3.Raise your self by self

4.Constantly apply your
thoughts on your HC plan

5.Visualize your HC plan

6. TIME- take care of time

HC PLAN FOR THE CURRENT YEAR
What do you want to do this year /
How much money do you want to have this year/
What is your social motive of this year
HC PLAN FOR NEXT YEAR
Your next year HC plan should follow the current year
We move from schedule A to schedule D
as our gratitude grows and as we understand the receiving schedules.
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Set your HC PLAN now.
Set your current year HC plan and the following year’s HC plan.
Divide your yearly HC plan into months and days and start following it everyday.

HC PLAN for the current year
1. what do you want to do this year
2. how much money do you want to have this year
3. what is your social motive of this year
4. your other wish

Start following the receiving schedules.
Understand that we have to reach schedule C by understanding schedule A, schedule B and schedule C.
Understand the three receiving schedules now.
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Schedule A
LOVE

Schedule A is headed by love and has 6 heads.
1. LOVE –love is making us harmonious
2. Raise your self by self Having a secure understanding of receiving everything in abundance
3. Daily chanting in your mind – we billions are receiving money now (1/2 -1 hour)
4. Constantly applying harmonious thoughts on your HC PLAN (Aim, U/aim & money), everyday.
5. Visualising your HC PLAN
6. TIME – take care of time
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1. LOVE –
Love makes us harmonious.
Listening to and considering your wife or husband is the key to a harmonious relationship.
Sharing together your thoughts and feelings, having light talk makes the relationship harmonious and our
HSOM more and more harmonious.
Love is the motivational force which keeps us following the HC plan and the receiving schedules,
EVERYDAY.
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2. RAISE YOUR SELF BY SELF
We have gained a secure understanding of receiving everything in abundance by the preparing schedules.
Make your understanding more and more secure EVERYDAY by following the receiving schedules.
Following the receiving schedules and the HC PLAN shows our ultimate honour and respect for the greats
of the PAST and PRESENT.
Have a relaxing time on the weekend.
On weekends do nothing, think nothing and enjoy nature.
Develop your personality.
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3. DAILY CHANTING IN MIND Keep your finite mind busy with your desire for money.
Everyday before sleeping in the night and after waking up in the morning, 1/2 hour to 1hr, chant in your
mind "WE BILLIONS ARE RECEIVING MONEY NOW"
Add all billions in it.
Give your HSOM the receiving feelings of your desire by chanting this statement in your mind.
It keeps us with our desire of money everyday.
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4. CONSTANT ACTION –
By following the HC PLAN and the receiving schedules we get harmonious thoughts of our HC.
Constantly apply these harmonious thoughts in the HC PLAN i.e. on aim and u/aim
Do not hurry but act constantly and harmoniously.
Divide your HC plan into months.
Make a plan of action for EVERYDAY and ACT on it EVERYDAY.
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5. VISUALISING HC PLAN EVERYDAY in the evening have spare time for visualizing your HC plan.
Visualize your current year's plan and next year's plan.
Visualize that you are having your current year plan and your are starting your next year plan.
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6. TIME –
Take care of the time.
In real we have 15- 18 years (productive time) now.
Go to sleep at a particular time and wake up at a particular time EVERYDAY.
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Schedule B
SUBCONSCIOUS MIND
Schedule A and schedule D are making our HSOM more and more harmonious everyday.
As I wrote before in chapter 3 – MIND, we can not follow our s.c.mind like our Finite mind i.e. we cannot
and need not remain or follow HSOM but we can keep our HSOM harmonious everyday.
The preparing schedules and the receiving schedules prepare our minds (finite mind and sub c. mind) for
receiving our desire, MONEY.
HSOM understands only one language now, the receiving of our desire, MONEY.
and HSOM only listens to the voice of all the billions.
Connect your SELF with the billions.
Connect your SELF with the billions by giving gratitude to the Supreme from all of us billions, Everyday "we billions are Thanking you Supreme and we are Accepting you Supreme, we (you and your family) are
Thanking you billions and we are Accepting you billions".
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With the harmonious feelings of gratitude in our HSOM we billions are connected.
With the harmonious feelings of gratitude in our HSOM we start enjoying everything in abundance i.e.
health, happiness, harmonious life and harmonious relationships.
This is as a precondition to start receiving money we start enjoying health, happiness, harmonious
relationships and harmonious life in fullness.
It means we are prepared completely by our minds for receiving money
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With the feeling of gratitude in our HSOM, our s.c.mind accepts that arrangements are being
made for our desire of money for us billions and between us billions.
Present your HC PLAN to your subconscious mind now.
Experience yourself the FREE working of the s.c.mind, for your desire of MONEY, through the HC PLAN (set
HC goals on Quarterly basis in your HC PLAN), Everyday and Money (of HC PLAN) starts coming to us.
By experiencing and mastering the FREE working of the s.c.mind, we start receiving everything in
abundance i.e. health, happiness, harmonious life, harmonious relationships and MONEY.
This is the secret of receiving money.

Schedule C
YEARNINGS
Before we billions start receiving everything, we need to understand a little more of our SELF.
We have a brain and the brain has brain ciphers.
All the ciphers of the brain are connected well in a very, very organized way.
This is a small example of the organized and harmonious way of working of the SUPREME.
Like the f.mind, s.c.mind, brain, brain ciphers ,a link with the SUPREME is in all of us billions.
Living everyday with ALL our DESIRES ,we have YEARNINGS and understand that Receiving is a
continuous process and during the receiving process we have YEARNINGS of RECEIVING money, h, h,
hr, hl, everyday.
YEARNINGS have lot of ENERGY.
Our self has difficulty in handling these YEARNINGS.
By THANKING and ACCEPTING the SUPREME all these YEARNINGS become HARMONIOUS.
Present your HC Goals to your SELF and EXPERIENCE how your SELF receive them in REALITY.
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LEAVE ALL THE BONDAGE NOW.
The SUPREME is already connected with our SELF.
The supreme only wants ALL of us billions to accept him.
By THANKING and ACCEPTING the SUPREME all the LINKS of the SUPREME becomes harmonious
and thus all get connected with our DESIRES.
The SUPREME responds to THANKFULNESS and ACCEPTANCE from all of us billions and thus our
HC goals thoughts and things come to us EVERYDAY.
RECEIVE them with respect and honour and ACT EFFORTLESSLY on them EVERYDAY.
Do not hurry. ACT EFFORTLESSLY.
(do not have any bondage now? As in the preparing schedule 18-20 yrs, the HC thoughts come to us in abundance, everyday
similarly in the receiving schedule the HC goal thoughts and things come to us everyday in abundance until the end).
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Receiving our Desired goal is a momentary point.
After receiving a desired goal it becomes a part of the next goal to receive next goal and so on.
After receiving our desired goal, the miraculous practice of SCHEDULE D remains the same for being with
that goal harmoniously and the practice remains the same for receiving all other goals.
and thus our HC plans complete and we moves on to complete our HC.
This practice remains the same for, before receiving, during receiving and after receiving.
Understand all again.
F.Mind
s.c mind
SELF

–
–
–

non hc thoughts
qns / worry / fear / doubt
conscious of Bondage

-

HC, HC plan and HC goal thoughts
free working for our desire of money
receive your goals in REALITY

By the preparing schedules to the receiving schedule we come close to our desired goals.
The SUPREME gives all our desired goals in REALITY.
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ALL those who are with their HC goals, write some positive statements about yourself below:1. I am with my HC Goals.
2. I have practiced preparing schedule of HC.
3. I have practiced receiving schedule of HC.
4. I am conscious of my desire of MONEY and other HC goals
5. I am by understanding harmonious schedules.
6. I am by understanding of f.mind to the SELF.
7. I am going to reach the SUPREME schedule by the practice of GRATITUDE.
8. I am by the PRACTICE of GRATITUDE.
Our SELF as CONSCIOUSNESS is the link with the SUPREME (the supreme consciousness).
With the clear understanding of our SELF we come to the SUPREME to give our GRATITUDE.

Schedule – D
The practice of GRATITUDE
Experiencing YOURSELF fullness of life, everyday, and with clear understanding of our SELF, we come to
schedule D, and we give our GRATITUDE to the SUPREME and to the BILLIONS ,
"we billions thank you Supreme and we accept you Supreme, We (you and your family) thank you
billions and we Accept you billions"
We already are following Schedule D ,Everyday, 2 times, a/w &b/s, from schedule A.
But we understand the our SELF as CONSCIOUSNESS by the PRACTICE of GRATITUDE.
By the PRACTICE of GRATITUDE we Billions remain CONNECTED by the SUPREME and comes
ONENESS with the SUPREME.
Our SELF as CONSCIOUSNESS is the manifestation of the SUPREME (the SUPREME consciousness).
The SUPREME consciousness is with our SELF (consciousness) all the time, every moment.
This much understanding of the SUPREME we get by the PRACTICE of GRATITUDE.
The practice of GRATITUDE is the SECRET OF SECRETS.
Miraculous is the SUPREME and MIRACULOUS is the PRACTICE of GRATITUDE.
By the PRACTICE of GRATITUDE we enter into the SUPREME schedule, the FINAL schedule.

CHAPTER - VII
THE SUPREME SCHEDULE OF THE HC
THE FINAL SCHEDULE
Come to the SUPREME schedule now and RECEIVE ALL in REALITY now.
There is only RECEIVING and RECEIVING ALL in REALITY in the SUPREME schedule.
The SUPREME schedule is a manifestation of the PREPARING and the RECEIVING schedule, of the
SUPREME, of the HC goal Thoughts and HC goal things.
We all reach the SUPREME schedule.
All those who have already reached the SUPREME schedule, have started RECEIVING ALL in REALITY.
THOSE who were in the SUPREME schedule, they had already received ALL in REALITY.
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You have already gone through the RECEIVING schedule by the PRACTICE of GRATITUDE.
YOU are in the SUPREME schedule NOW until the end.
Everyday, RECEIVE ALL IN REALITY, EEFORTLESSLY, until the end, in this Schedule.
The SUPREME as the SUPREME consciousness has the REAL substance in it and that REAL substance is
in all of us billions in the form of "I".
Experience ONENESS with the SUPREME in the SUPREME schedule.
The s.c. mind has ACCEPTED all when in the SUPREME schedule and there remains no bondage in the
s.c.mind in the SUPREME schedule.
There is no going back from the SUPREME schedule but you keep reaching higher until the end.
You may go to any of the previous schedule while remaining in the SUPREME schedule
e.g to go to schedule D, to the practice of GRATITUDE and to HC Goals, HC Plans.
You have attained SUPREME STATE OF MIND (SSOM) in the SUPREME schedule.
Do not speak unnecessarily of the SUPREME and of the PRACTICE of the GRATITUDE in respect
and honour of the SUPREME and in respect and honour of the PRACTICE of GRATITUDE.
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Read now the SUPREME words –
Like Mind (f.mind and s.c.mind), we have two parts of SELF –
1. lower self
2. higher self.
Lower self is ALWAYS with substance of desire, everyday.
Higher self is ALWAYS with REAL SUBSTANCE all the time, every moment.
Experience that your SELF is FREE from all again.
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All those who are already in the SUPREME schedule, write down in your diary:I ACCEPT –
1. I am always with my DESIRE of MONEY, everyday, through HC, HC Plan, and HC goals. I am
conscious of them.I ,ACT effortlessly, Everyday, on HC goals things and HC goal thoughts that come
to me.
2. I have GRATITUDE for the SUPREME and for us BILLIONS.
3. I am experiencing FULLNESS of life. I am conscious of BONDAGE.
4. I am in the SUPREME schedule. I will complete my HC in the SUPREME schedule.
5. I have attained SUPREME state of mind (SSOM).
6. I have already RECEIVED ALL.
7. I am ALWAYS with the REAL SUBSTANCE all the time, every moment.
8. I am FREE from all again.
(we billions are FREE from all again).
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You are with FREE SELF, all the TIME, every moment, by the PRACTICE of GRATITUDE, in the
SUPREME schedule, in this BIRTH.
We billions are with FREE SELF, all the TIME, every moment, by the PRACTICE of GRATITUDE,
in the SUPREME schedule, in this BIRTH.
Rest I have already explained.
There remains nothing more to explain.
Keep reading the book everyday to understand all the chapters well and understand in which schedule you
are and finally to reach to the SUPREME schedule, harmoniously.
Experience yourself the secret of receiving all i.e health, happiness, harmonious relationships, harmonious
life and Money. ACCEPT it yourself.
We Thank you billions.
We Accept you billions.

Chapter – VIII
THE BRIEF OVERVIEWS OF THE
PREPARING SCHEDULES AND THE
RECEIVING SCHEDULES OF THE HC
The brief overviews of the four preparing schedules and the three receiving schedules of the HC have been
given to you.
Print them out and stick them on your cupboard.
Understand where you are in the schedules and understand where you should reach
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The Four preparing schedules of the HC:-

1 ST SCHEDULE

2 ND SCHEDULE

3 RD SCHEDULE

(16-18 years)

(2-4 years)

(6-8 months)

Faith

Prayer

HSOM

Respect and honour

1. Faith

please give us our HC
please give us good thoughts
of HC
please give us happy
relationships
please give us good health
please forgive our mistakes

END OF
BONDAGE

Respect and honour
to the SUPREME ,
everyday

2.Daily chanting of HC
Thoughts in our mind
3.Raise your Self by Self

4 TH SCHEDULE

4.Constant action Constantly practice your
Aim
5.Visualisation of the HC
6.Time –
time management

HC

/

HC

/

HC

/

HC

AIM –
business, sports, etc
MONEY – …..$
U/AIM –
Social responsibility
Our HC move from the 1st schedule to the 4th schedule as we move from the 1st schedule to the 4th
schedule by gaining understanding of receiving our HC.
Never leave your desire of money but end the bondage of mind and make your mind harmonious for
receiving your desire, money.
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The four receiving schedules of the HC:-

SCHEDULE A

SCHEDULE B

love

Subconscious mind

1.Love –
love makes us harmonious

HC PLAN

SCHEDULE C
Yearnings

ACCEPTANCE

SCHEDULE D
Practice of Gratitude
Paying gratitude to the
SUPREME From all of
us Billions and to All of
us Billions ,daily a/w
and b/s

2.Daily chanting in your mind "we billions are receiving money
now "
(1/2 – 1 hour after waking up and
before sleeping)
3.Raise your self by self
4.Constantly apply your thoughts
on your HC plan
5.Visualize your HC plan
6. TIME- take care of time

HC PLAN YEARLY & GOALS for the CURRENT YEAR
What you want to do this year /
How much money do you want to have this year/
What is your social motive this year
HC PLAN & GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR
Your next year HC plan should follow the current year
We move from schedule A to schedule D and finally to the SUPREME schedule,
by the practice of GRATITUDE.
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The SUPREME schedule of HC:I ACCEPT –
1. I am always with my HC, HC Plan (yearly)and HC goals (quarterly) and everyday HC goal schedule. I am
conscious about it. I, ACT effortlessly, Everyday, on HC goals things and HC goal thoughts that come to me.
2. I have GRATITUDE for the SUPREME and for us BILLIONS.
3. I am experiencing FULLNESS of life. I am conscious of BONDAGE.
4. I am in the SUPREME schedule. I will complete my HC in the SUPREME schedule.
5. I have attained SUPREME state of mind (SSOM).
6. I have already RECEIVED ALL.
7. I am ALWAYS with REAL SUBSTANCE all the time, every moment.
8. I am FREE from all again.
(we billions are FREE from all again).
MONEY comes to us when our SELF becomes FREE from ALL.

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE BOOK
q/w/f/d

-

questions / worry /fear / doubt

HSOM

-

harmonious state of mind

HFOG

-

harmonious feelings of gratitude

HC

-

harmonious combination

a/w

-

after waking up (in the morning)

b/s

-

and before sleeping (in the night)

U/AIM

-

ultimate aim

s.c.mind

-

subconscious mind

sch

-

schedule

har

-

harmonious

ssom

-

supreme state of mind
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